
Horror 4 Minute 5 hander 

 

4-11-2015 The group consisting of Ian, Roy, Gordon, Andy, Pratish, Shannon and Alex met up to 

bounce ideas, scenarios around, finally came up with Poker playing sexist biggots  who constantly 

taunt the female waitress, making un-necessary remarks towards her, she has had enough and 

decides to kill them all 

4-11-2015 Met up at Regent Street and had an afternoon of filming 

Filmed external shot of 2 guys walking down the road making remarks at a female. 

6-11-2015 Received email from Steve stating concerns over this film, decided to redo and make a 

different one, due to other commitments all group were unable to convene until 8-11-2015 for 

shooting, horrendous weather resulted in footage that was not really useable, returned following 

day after Uni and filmed more footage in the hope of salvaging what we had tried to do the previous 

day, Weather today was much better and filmed what we could before light became an issue, 

however hopefully we have got enough footage to complete this. 

10-11-2015 The group convened on the CCI Building to ‘edit’ what footage we had, productive day to 

say the least. 

 

On 4-11-2015  

Shannon played the part of the killer 

Alex, Gordon, Andy and Pratish played the poker players 

Ian and Roy did the camera work 

Unfortunately this did not conform to the horror genre so we decided to rethink and reshoot a 

totally different plot  

8-11-2015 Began filming ‘gone fishing’ but unfortunately we hit upon very bad weather and poor 

lighting, left it at that for the day and reconvened the day after where we managed to get some 

footage but again hit on poor light making it unusable. 

Shannon – Away in Birmingham 

Alex, Pratish, Gordon, Andy played the fishermen 

Roy played the killer 

Ian operated Camera 

10-11-2015 

Met up at the lake for the third time, this time, weather was good, lighting was good, and finally 

completed filming. 

Gordon, Ian, Roy, Pratish played the Fishermen 

Andy played the killer 



All group members operated camera at different times in different scenes with the exception of 

Shannon who failed to show on Monday or Tuesday. 

Met up at CCI building and commenced editing on final cut pro, Pratish, Gordon, Roy, Ian, Alex, Andy 

all had input into editing. 


